
I wanted to share the amazing feedback we got from our

account in Tesla. They went out of their way to email us

about the absolutely wonderful job Eddie Minera and his

team continues to do for Tesla. 

"I'm not sure if I am contacting the right area or person.

However, I just want to say what a great job your staff at

the NV Gigafactory are doing. They work so hard and are all

so pleasant! Too often people are quick to speak up when

something is wrong and don't hesitate to email or call in

complaints. I have been meaning for sometime to reach

out and give your staff the positive feedback they deserve. I

would like to thank them for all their hard work, especially

during this pandemic."

I would like to welcome our new

addition to the CCS family, our Las

Vegas cafe attendants @ Tesla!

From left to right, Anthony  Robago and

Alexis Sanchez started on September 8

2020  at  the Town Square Tesla office.

(Selene De La Rosa, Dir., Ops, Nevada)

We celebrated National Cheese Pizza Day (9/5) at

Patheon Pharmaceuticals in Princeton, New

Jersey. In the picture, from left to right, we have

Algie Austin, Juan Carlos Pineda, and Shayne

Samaroo. They were really happy to have a nice

treat in the middle of their shift to help break up

a long Saturday shift. There will be more from my

region later in the month. Thanks for giving us

this opportunity to treat our teams!
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Our East Coast Sales and Operations team had

another infamous virtual happy hour. We had

dueling guitars, singing contests, and a toast to

Jim Salisbury who is leaving for a great

opportunity. We will miss him and wish him the

best of luck on his future endeavor. Building

culture and teamwork is a must and the East

Coast takes it to another level!

By Elisabeth Epley, VP, Operations:
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